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Pro je ct B ac kground
This photobook seeks to illustrate some of the main areas
highlighted in our conversations with young people – on how
COVID-19 has impacted their physical and mental health and
well-being, coping and survival, especially in relation to family,
school, friendships and support services. By co-creating this
with their input, we can provide a more empathetic insight into
the well-being and resilience of Black and South Asian young
people during and beyond the pandemic.

This strand of the Co-POWER: Consortium of Practices of
Wellbeing and Resilience in Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic
Families and Children (BAMEFC) has focused on the impact
of COVID-19 on the health and well-being of Children,
Young People and Families. According to reports, the
Covid-19 pandemic had broad and significant implications
for the health and well-being of children and young people
in ethnic minority communities (Carter 2020) – they have
experienced the pandemic in negatively adverse ways as a
consequence of the disproportionate socio-economic, and
psychosocial impacts on their families and communities
(ADCS 2020; The Children’s Society 2020).

We have listened to the experiences of Black and South Asian
young people from diverse regions/cities in the UK – London,
Tilbury, Birmingham, Leicester, Leeds and Cardiff and these
have influenced the choice of photographs and illustrations
within this pictorial representation of some of our findings.
Focus groups and interviews provided detailed responses
from our participants about their survival strategies over the
pandemic and helped identify their assets and vulnerabilities
contributing towards their resilience over the period. A
participatory approach was used throughout with young people
on our Youth Engagement Panel engaged as co-creators, to
try to overcome known barriers when exploring sensitive and
personal lived experiences; involving them in the research
design, development, recommendations and outputs from the
work package.
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Ph otobook
This Photobook is divided into 5 sections with each focusing on different
themes that emerged from our research with young people aged between
12-19. Our aim was to identify how the combined impact of racial
discrimination and the COVID-19 pandemic impacted their everyday
lives. How as Black and South Asian young people they navigated their
way through the two years of the pandemic and lockdowns and the coping
strategies they used to maintain their mental health and wellbeing.
Each Section has focused on a theme - with pages focusing on the
parallel positive and negative aspects of the pandemic, using quotes,
sketches and photographs to illustrate findings.
Section 1 is divided into two parts – Suppression draws on the notion of
everyday life stopping during lockdowns – isolation, feelings of boredom,
of being alone, left in one’s own company, unable to see friends and in
general feeling downbeat and negative. Expression draws on the young
people’s creativity and self-expression through music, art, reading, dance
– ways of releasing emotions and thoughts; a more positive approach to
aloneness and the lockdowns.
Section 2 focuses on the disruption to the daily lives of young people who
were away from school and friends and any form of routine with night and
day blended into one – many spent most of the day sleeping, with irregular
eating patterns often meaning ordering food late at night. Although seen
as a positive by some, this impacted their online schooling, communication
with friends and physical and mental wellbeing. The empty hours however
also allowed many to explore and discover their identities in terms of
fashion, hair and cultural expression.

Section 3 focuses on young people as students; as teenagers at that time in
their lives where they are growing, learning and discovering but have been
brought to a standstill by the global pandemic. Friendships and socialising
have been disrupted in terms of physical, face-to-face meetings but social
media and video conferencing tools such as Zoom have created new ways of
connecting. These new ways of communicating online allowed many people
to do schoolwork together, play games, conduct classes and accomplish
other social activities ranging from cooking, dancing to exercise.
Section 4 draws on the family and relationships during the lockdowns
and pandemic - showing how for some it brought them closer together,
eating, watching television, cooking and going for walks as a family. Several
discussed close relationships with siblings, parents, grandparents and wider
family members and anxiety about how the pandemic could affect them.
Others spoke of feelings of being cooped up, claustrophobia and not having
enough space.
Section 5 picks up on the recurrent themes of race and racism - the start of
the pandemic in 2020, the murder of George Floyd and resurgence of the
Black Lives Matter movement. Many young people mention instances of
racism, racial insults, stereotyping, microaggressions. Some highlighted the
differences within education and policing with relation to race. Following
the greater debate about race and racism in the wake of the George Floyd
murder many young people re-evaluated friendships, especially where their
peers or friends showed little understanding or empathy towards racial
injustices.
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The Individual

in COVID

Expression &
Suppression

Suppression

“I think, especially in the first
lockdown, right before I had to
do my GCSEs, I think that was
quite a stressful time for me and
I wasn’t really having a good
outlook on life, maybe. But going
into lockdown, you’re forced
to spend time by yourself and, I
guess, learn more by yourself and
enjoy your own company. So,
I feel that over, I guess, the last
18 months, I’ve just learned to
enjoy my own presence. Because
I’ve learned you’re only stuck
with yourself for the rest of your
life. Not your friends or anything.
So, you have to be happy with
yourself first.”
- P36 Pakistani and White heritage,
(Age 17, Female)
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“...Not being able to do
anything, not being able to
express yourself because
you’re stuck inside. Just the
idea that by being bored
everyday, that just builds
up and builds up. And, just,
you can’t do anything about
that. Just not be able to
act on anything during the
lockdown.”
- P2 Black Caribbean & White heritage
(Age 17 Male)
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“I don’t think any of my friends used them [helplines]
but I know that they know people that did use them.
Especially, like, a lot of people, like, started to have,
like, really bad mental health - especially when it
came to, like, exams or, like, how grading was going
to be. And, like, the suicide rate especially went up
and, like, domestic abuse and stuff, within the home.”
- P21, Black Caribbean heritage
(Age 18 Female)
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E X P R E S S I O N

“I started reading this book and this
book really just, like, inspired me to
use this time well. I don’t have to
spend hours at school and hours
travelling home to just work on myself
and benefit myself and try and, like,
overcome my, like, fear of going back
outside and getting back to like a
normal living in society and it was just
really inspirational...”
- P34 Black Caribbean heritage
(Age 18 Female)
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“I started drawing a little bit more. I had an old
sketchbook so I just started drawing a little bit more
and spending my evenings doing that instead of maybe
watching something.”
- P36 Pakistani & White heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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“I had such a great baking streak
during lockdown. I was making
different types of bread, I made
wholegrain, white bread, didn’t go
too far into sour dough, it was a bit
of an unknown territory for me.”
- P33 Asian, Black & White heritage
(Age 17 Male)
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“Some of my friends were in
dance club and I think those type
of things help them. Kind of gives
them a bit of a release of their
emotions and their thoughts.”
- P36 Pakistani & White heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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Awake & ASleep

“With lockdown, it messed up a lot of routines. Like,
just the simple, like, sleeping routine and everything.
Like, personally, I was like, going to sleep at like seven
8am and then sleeping throughout the whole day.bored
during the pandemic and during the, especially the first
lockdown as well...”
- P11 Indian heritage
(Age 16 Female)
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“But a positive, I have to say, would be that my
sleeping, my sleep schedule had improved during
that time…So I noticed that, improvements in my
sleep schedule more. So for me, I often felt better as
I got up. Just because I could sleep for longer...

Or obviously, when I wanted to. Like I could sleep
when it fit me and when it fit with what I wanted to
do during the day. And although what I did during
the day was quite boring sometimes, the sleeping
itself was very, very nice.”
- P11 Indian heritage
(Age 16 Female)
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P71 ARAB
(AGE 18 MALE):

“BECAUSE BEFORE THERE
WOULD BE A DAY FOR LIKE
ORDERING FOOD, LIKE PIZZA
AND STUFF, A SATURDAY OR
SOMETHING. BUT NOW IT’S
JUST LIKE EVERY DAY”

P12 BLACK AFRICAN
(AGE 18 FEMALE):

“I STARTED ORDERING FOOD
AT LIKE 3 O’CLOCK IN THE
MORNING”

P11 INDIAN
(AGE 16 MALE):

“YEAH, I LITERALLY HAD
TAKEAWAYS COMING AT LIKE
3AM”

P12 BLACK AFRICAN
(AGE 18 FEMALE):

“YEAH, 3AM IN THE
MORNING, YEAH.”
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P11 Indian (Age 16, Female): And everyone
else is asleep, so you are just by yourself. At 3am,
4am, 6am and it just keeps getting worse. And you
can’t fix it because then you’re tired in the day. So
you’re just sleeping.
P12 Black African (Age 18, Female): I wouldn’t
sleep during the day. I think that’s what made
me very ill as well during [lockdown], I was just
constantly ill, but I wasn’t sleeping that well to be
honest. I’d just go to bed at 4am. I’d eat like 3 and
go to bed at 4am.
P11 Indian (Age 16, Female): I slept so much, I
was like
P12 Black African (Age 18, Female): I didn’t
sleep that much to be honest. I’d go to bed at 6am
and wake up at 8am or 9am.
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“...MY FRIENDS THAT DO HAVE, I SUPPOSE,
LIKE A BAD MENTAL HEALTH, LIKE THEY
HAVE ANXIETY OR DEPRESSION. IT WAS
IT WAS REALLY, REALLY HARD FOR THEM,
BECAUSE THEY WERE JUST ISOLATED FROM
EVERYONE. AND THEY COULDN’T SPEAK TO
FRIENDS, WHICH WAS OFTEN LIKE A COPING
MECHANISM FOR THEM AND WILL HELP THEM
RELEASE ANXIETY. SO I KNOW A FEW OF MY
FRIENDS DID BEGIN TO SELF-HARM IN THAT
TIME. NOT ME PERSONALLY, BUT IT WAS
FOR A FEW PEOPLE THAT I KNOW IT WAS A
REALLY HARD TIME.”
-P1 BRITISH BLACK AFRICAN HERITAGE
(AGE 17 MALE)

“I DON’T TEND TO, SORT OF, LIKE TALKING TO
PEOPLE ON THE PHONE AND KIND OVER CHAT.
I PREFER MEETING THEM... YOU KNOW, NOT
BEING ABLE TO SPEAK TO FRIENDS IMPACTS,
WELL IT WILL IMPACT EVERYONE TO BE
HONEST, IT WILL EVEN IMPACT PEOPLE WHO
HAVE LESS FRIENDS. BECAUSE EVERYONE
HAS SOMEONE WHO THEY WOULD LIKE
TALKING TO, RIGHT? AND IF THAT’S TAKEN
AWAY FROM THEM THEN IT CAN BE A BIG
THING. I THINK, YEAH, IN THAT SENSE, IT WAS
DEFINITELY HARD.”
-P6 BLACK AFRICAN, INDIAN & WHITE HERITAGE
(AGE 17 MALE)

Nine Nights: Channel B at the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA)
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“AND EVERYONE STARTED
EXPERIMENTING WITH THEIR HAIR
AND THEIR FASHION. I ALWAYS DRESS
VERY ALTERNATIVELY... I DON’T HAVE
TO LOOK PERFECT AND I’M ALLOWED
TO BE ROUGH ROUND THE EDGES
AND HAVE DIY’D STUFF AND THINGS
THAT’S NOT PROPERLY, AND RIPS IN
MY TIGHTS BECAUSE I DON’T HAVE TO
PRETEND THAT I’M NOT AS POOR AS
I LOOK OR I DON’T HAVE TO PRETEND
THAT I LIKE DRESSING A CERTAIN
WAY. SO I JUST BECAME MORE
UNAPOLOGETIC AND THAT WAS THE
BEST THING FOR ME.”
- P52 Black Caribbean & White heritage
(Age 18 Female)
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The Student in covid

from Blooming to Zooming

“...When Boris Johnson first said that
we will be taking time off school I
never really thought anything about
it. I thought that we’ll like go to
school like in the next two weeks.
But when it started getting longer, I
got quite anxious and like worried
because I wouldn’t get to see my
friends from my primary school
again.”
- P35 Black African heritage
(Age 12 Female)
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“I’ve spoken to a few friends about it
[relationship break up] but that was
mainly after lockdown. I spoke to a few
[friends] during...but again because of
the lack of physical like, you know, the
stereotypical a shoulder to cry on, like
literal definition, you just sort of want
that. But I wasn’t able to have that and
especially like my mental health was
getting worse at that point too. I was
having mood swings and that sort of
thing, just like hopelessness and the usual
suicidal thoughts...”
- P45 Black Caribbean heritage
(Age 19 Male)
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“And on the flip side, having friends made it a
lot better. Because when you’re stuck inside,
you can’t really go outside at all... But when
you can speak to your friends, you can talk to
friends you haven’t spoken to in a long time,
because you know that they’re going to be
free. It does make it a lot easier.”

“I did make a lot of online friends during
that time, like, people I’m going to meet this
summer. So it was quite a good time to have,
like, connect to people and connect with your
new friends or your old friends.”
- P1 British Black African heritage
(Age 17 Male)
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“And I think when you’re inside all
of the time and you can’t go outside,
and you’re already struggling with
the mental aspect of not being able
to socialise, the fact that there were
Black people I could connect to,
who I could talk to that about, was
extremely helpful. So, I do think
social media was a massive part of
helping me get through my mental
struggles.”
- P38 Dual heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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“I think with like again my two closest
friends sometimes I would videocall
them whilst we were in school hours,
and we would sit on the phone and
do our work together as if we were
sitting next to each other in class
which I found really helpful because I
know if I was sitting there in silence, I
probably wouldn’t have got any work
done.”
- P34 Asian, Black & White heritage
(Age 15 Female)
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“I actually found that quite difficult because, I think
A Levels were completely different to GCSEs. Even
though it could be the same subject, it was completely
new information you were learning. I mean, when we
had online school, I just found it really hard to keep
up. And to have structure to my day. It got better
when I came back to school after the lockdown...”
- P36 Pakistani & White heritage
(Age 17 Female)

“Another thing would be online school. It’s quite
difficult to motivate yourself in online school. It’s a
lot easier when you’re in person, a lot easier to ask
questions. If you don’t understand something, and
you’re sat behind a screen, it’s a bit daunting to maybe
say ‘oh actually, could you please go over that again.’
In person, it’s a lot easier to do that... but then having
exams straight after that. A lot of the content we did on
online was quite difficult to go over, which may have
made the exams a bit more difficult than they would
have been if we were at school.”
- P5 Indian
(Age 17 Male)
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“...my learning at the start [of returning to
education], it was just very hard to get back
into retaining information. Also, like, because
I was quite alone for most of six months just
doing nothing by myself, my mental health,
kind of, receded quite a bit. So being around
people was quite difficult as well, especially
[as] I didn’t know any of them [other students],
at all, so it was quite hard.”
- P32 Dual Heritage
(Age 17 Female)

“I think as lockdown began, school was
literally, like, an afterthought I think. I know
that there are so many people who just
missed lessons just entirely. And I know,
because at the time I was in Year 11, and
because we found out that we weren’t actually
doing our GCSEs, literally, I don’t think anyone
in my year group saw the point anymore”
- P25 Black African & Caribbean heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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“People’s grades had been affected based on the school
that they went to, the area they live in and I was quite
worried about it and because of my university I had to
get some good grades, I wasn’t sure. I thought I could
but in the circumstances of not being the pandemic but
being the pandemic kind of affected my morale and my
motivation because I was quite happy when I got my
results and surprised to be honest, but I think also that
reflection after getting my results was like, I don’t know
what I could have got if it was actual exams and actually
able to do it myself and stuff like that. So it’s kind of
like, it’s bitter sweet in a way.”
- P56 Black Caribbean & African heritage
(Age 18 Female)
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The Family member
in COVID

Close or
Claustrophobic?

“Most of the time, actually,
we just walked. We went on
long walks or hikes with my
dog because she needed the
activity. And, obviously, no one
was going out so we just made
it quite a big thing. So, walking
her to some nice areas. We did
that. And just the normal [things],
making food, watching TV, I
guess.”
- P36 Pakistani and White heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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“...at the start of the first lockdown, right after schools had been shut and everything, we did
spend a lot of family time together. I know that we had bought some board games, one of which
was a game called exploding kittens. We did have a lot of fun playing with that. It’s like Uno but a
bit different...But another big part of what made our lockdown experience a bit different to other
families...is that we’re a very techy family. So we did spend a lot of time playing computer games
together, we did play a lot of Minecraft, another card football game called Broccoli and other online
games - while talking to each other of course! I think that was what made probably our lockdown
experience quite different to other families because we’re so tech obsessed.”
- P33 Asian, Black & White heritage
(Age 17 Male)
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“...I don’t think it was that difficult to
be in that situation [in lockdown with
family] because all of us are really
close with each other and we spend a
lot of time together as in, so being in
lockdown… I mean at first, I was like ‘oh
my god! I am going to have to stay in
the house with my brothers this whole
time?!’ But I think as it went on, I was
kind of happy because it brought us
closer even though I didn’t think we
could get closer to be honest”
- P34 Asian, Black & White heritage
(Age 15 Female)
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“I think it, like, made me close with my sister more. Like, we’re
really close now because of it [lockdown], because we spent so
much time together. So I think it has brought some positives. Like
because now I have a more close relationship with my siblings”
- P9 Arab & Middle Eastern heritage
(Age 16 Female)

Kehinde Wiley at the National Gallery, The Prelude
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“...MY YOUNGER BROTHER, HE DOES
FOOTBALL, SO HE MISSED OUT ON A LOT
OF LIKE TRAINING AND STUFF FOR THAT
SO I KIND OF FELT BAD FOR HIM BECAUSE
HE LOVES, HE IS REALLY ACTIVE HE LOVES
BEING PROACTIVE”
-P34 Asian, Black & White heritage
(Age 15 Female)
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“It was really scary because my mum’s
immuno-compromised so when we saw the
cases starting to rise in the UK I actually
pulled myself out of college a few days before
they got shut down. So my college got shut
down the Friday evening once everyone
had finished and I pulled myself out on
the Tuesday morning because I went in on
Monday, saw that people weren’t taking it
very seriously, people making jokes about it
and loads of teachers were going, ‘we’re not
going to shut down’ and I was really anxious
and we’d been seeing the cases rise on the
news…”
-P52 Black Caribbean & White heritage
(Age 18 Female)
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-P34 Asian, Black & White
heritage
(Age 15 Female)
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“Physically, I think, obviously, getting less
exercise. A lot of the time you just would
want to wake up and just sit on the couch
or something and not move around. But we
did our best to just keep busy, I guess. Like
walking the dog or doing some gardening
or something. Helping my mum around the
house. And mentally, I think, there were
some times when it would have been more
stressful than the others. So, when my mum
moved job, I think that was quite stressful for
her and if it’s stressful for her, then it’s stressful
for everyone else in the house. But I think we
were fine, actually.”
-P36 Pakistani & White heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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Race
and
Racism

Summer of 2020

“Yeah I guess like there was more
awareness about climate change
because like there was quite a
lot of people at home and so
carbon emissions went down and
there were lots of events around
that. And then the George Floyd
incident, which was a really big
thing globally, which raised a lot
of awareness about the Black
community and the plastic problem
as well – lots of awareness there, so
a good thing.”
- P37 Indian
(Age 16 Male)
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“I think a wider understanding of racism has
probably been the most positive impact, or
the only positive impact, that I can really see.
And I think a large part of that is probably
understanding people’s reactions to racism
and incidents. Because I feel like I have been
treated unfairly based on my skin colour. While
I’ve been out in public before I have been
stopped and searched a handful of times,
where my other friends in my group haven’t
been. But then that could be down to random
search, that could be motivated by something
else, I’m not entirely sure. But I feel like more, a
wider understanding of the people, knowing
that it does happen. It does happen and it
does happen frequently [as] opposed to just
them reacting to it.
And I think it’s good that everyone stays
educated and informed of what is actually
happening in the wider world and despite
the fact that it’s not necessarily happening
to them. Because I do have a predominantly
white group of friends. That has changed now
though. I have got some friends that are not,
that are of minority groups. But I think at the
start of lockdown I was in a predominantly
white group and it was good to know that
they’re being educated now, understanding
what I’ve had to go through because of my
skin colour and what other people like me are
going through at the same time.”
- P33 Asian, Black & White heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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“My head of year called [teacher
name], he does a Black Lives Matter
reading club. And basically you come
and then you read a different books by
someone who is obviously Black or of a
racial minority. So we read Natives by
Akala. Then we’ll also talk about what’s
happening politically, because obviously
there was a big thing with George Floyd
and all the crazy things happening in
America, so all the things happening
here, and we’d talk about it”
-P32 Dual heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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“During the whole Black Lives Matter and the George
Floyd death, opinions were high. And I think everyone
probably gave their opinion. And for me it was a
great because I was able to drop friends who said
some things I would never have agreed with... it was
a shock because like, even someone that close to me
could have those opinions.”
- P6 Black African, Indian & White heritage
(Age 17 Male)
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“like a lot of people say, oh, well this is Britain,
you should expect to have to deal with these
kind of things, but I feel like I shouldn’t have
to accept that anywhere, like my basic human
right is to be, well I think my basic human
right is to be respected as an individual and
respected as a human regardless of my race,
regardless of anything.”
- P56 Black Caribbean and African heritage
(Age 18 Female)
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“...being a mixed-race person I
have always, kind of, expected
someone to say something about
my skin colour or about the way
I look...I don’t know why. That is
something that I shouldn’t have to
worry about. But sometimes I, kind
of like, I am waiting for people
to say stuff. I remember that one
time in year 8, this girl in my class
asked if I wore a wig to school.
And I was like ‘what do you
mean, why would I wear a wig?’
She was like ‘oh well your skin is so
light, like, your hair shouldn’t be
that curly’ or something like that.
And I was just really taken aback,
I was like ‘oh, do people really
think that?’ And I think since then
I have been more aware about
everything really.”
- P34 Asian, Black & White heritage
(Age 15 Female)
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“I think the Black Lives Matter movement and the
incident with George Floyd, I think it affected me
and, actually, quite a lot of people around me. So,
there was a movement going on on social media,
such as Instagram. They would just post awareness
and information about the Black Lives Matter
movement. And I think that affected me. I was
actually quite involved with it for quite a long time.”
- P36 Pakistani and White heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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“There was an online campaign which needed the
signatures for the police officer who killed George
Floyd to get arrested for a long time. I signed that and
I signed some other stuff like that too. And, obviously,
just sharing around the information.”
- P36 Pakistani & White heritage
(Age 17 Female)

“...loads of people put on their social media and on
their stories and stuff... ‘rest in peace George Floyd’ and
do all these lovely tribute things. And loads of them
were from people that I didn’t really expect it from.
And you could tell that it was genuine, and all the
stuff they were saying, and it made me feel happy that
people are realising and thinking about the situation...
loads of people I know actually donated to charities
and stuff and signed up for petitions to help”
- P35 Black African
(Age 12 Female)
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“[my sister] She’s four years younger than
me and she really wanted TikTok, and my
mum, because there was also news articles
saying, oh, ‘TikTok is also really corrupt and
you shouldn’t get it’, my mom was like, ‘no,
you can’t get TikTok. Look at the videos
[participant name] is seeing. You can’t get
TikTok.’ Some of the people had good will, I
guess, in sending those videos for safety of
others going to protests and all that. But it’s
also a bit like, young people are seeing this
and there are scenes of violence and very
upsetting things. So it really was hardcore.”
- P25 Black African & Caribbean
(Age 17 Female)

“(When asked about any positives) I don’t
really know. I guess having more time got me
more involved in the news, and like, just, like,
just because everything...and a lot of things
were bad, but it got me more involved with
looking at the news and the world and having
more personal views on it, instead of just
being neutral and not really knowing what’s
happening.”
- P32 Dual heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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“In the pandemic they’d give you an hour where you
could go, then we’d get stopped by police anyways,
they’ll say you young people running around, they’ll
just stop you and say ‘why are you still out’ and stuff.”
- P68 Arab heritage
(Age 18 Male)
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“There was a lot of safety videos [on
social media] as well like, oh, ‘how
to avoid getting tear gas in your
eyes’. Like all that, but it was very off
putting, I think. But there was also a
lot of passion involved in the people
making those video[s], almost like,
‘look what happened, this is why
you should be careful if you’re going
to protests, what you should wear
to avoid all this stuff’. But I think
because there was a lot of, almost,
shaming the police at the time, it
was almost more like, ‘oh my gosh,
look what the police did, this is why
you should hate the police’. Almost
like propaganda, I guess.”
- P25 Black African & Caribbean heritage
(Age 17 Female)
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